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â€˜Clearingâ€™ goods through those troublesome custom barriers that importers and exporters have to
deal with on a regular basis, clearing agents work hard to ensure that all documents are prepared
and in order, all taxes and duties have been calculated and allowing the importers and exporters a
means of communication with various governmental authorities in operation.  Or at least, they
should.

With the amount of clearing agents out there providing an insufficient service that sees goods being
denies entry or leave of a given country, some clearing agents only seem to wind up complicating
the issue, with their lack of experience and attention to detail leaving much to be desired â€“ the goods
for export in this case.

Thankfully, operating throughout South Africa with services in all major centres, including Durban,
Johannesburg, Port Elizabeth and Cape Town, Elite Clearing and Forwarding are a company of
clearing agents who can boast of being one of the countryâ€™s leading clearing agents.

Taking care of commercial cargo as well as freight forwarding, sea, air, and road freight,
warehousing and tariff consultation to name only a few of their services, the clearing agents from
Elite Clearing and Forwarding provide professional and personalized clearing solutions for all their
clients.

With their expertise and unique worldwide representation, the Clearing Agents  from Elite Clearing
and Forwarding benefit from an impressive network of freight agents, bringing a wider scope to their
services.

Unlike other clearing agents, Elite Clearing and Forwarding also provide their clients with a
complete household and office relocation service.  Providing an unrivalled relocation package, their
in-depth cost analysis means that all you cargo is taken care of, being transported in a safe and
responsible way by their well-trained team of clearing agents.

To find out more about the team of expert clearing agents from Elite Clearing and Forwarding, visit
them online today and find out how they can help you import or export those goods reliably and
efficiently.
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